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**Foreword**

*From a Building Official’s Perspective—*

This manual is intended to assist building officials in designing and regulating their own special inspection programs and to tailor Chapter 17 to their needs. I employed many of the elements and key points presented in this manual when assisting jurisdictions with establishing their own quality assurance programs, ranging from one-person shops to departments of over 500 employees. I lectured across the country on special inspections and establishing special inspection initiatives, and I believe the use of this manual will be invaluable for anyone wishing to learn a practical approach to establishing an effective program.

As the Code Official for Clark County, Nevada, I was responsible for the code enforcement, plan review and inspection of pyramids, castles, volcanoes, sphinxes, pirate ships, dragons, reproductions of the Venice canals, Eiffel Tower and Empire State Building, and just about every other type of unconventional, unusual and eccentric structure dreamed up by designers to attract and entertain world travelers in Las Vegas, Nevada. The intricacies and complexity of these structures were staggering, requiring design and code enforcement expertise that were as unusual as the structures themselves and normally not part of a building department code enforcement arsenal. Even more challenging than the eccentricity of these structures was the sheer quantity of them. During peak years, at any one time, the Clark County building department was inspecting more than a dozen structures with valuations in excess of $2 billion combined, while meeting the needs of a population that doubled every 7 years, resulting in 750,000 inspections. Clark County could not have met the needs of our community, as well as the 43 million visitors we host each year, without a premier special inspection program designed and tailored to Clark County’s specific needs. That program enabled me, the building official, to temporarily and inexpensively augment my staff and my staff’s expertise during unusually heavy construction years and with unusual construction projects.

A well-developed special inspection program is one of the most valuable tools a code official can have in their arsenal to assist their jurisdiction. It expands the technical expertise of the organization; it provides expert input and support for code development and adoption; it represents an effective public/private partnership; and it provides for assistance to the jurisdiction during the sometimes erratic cycles in the construction industry.
“Special Inspections” were part of the Uniform Codes for many years, added to the National Building Code in the 1990s and included as a requirement under Chapter 17 since the inception of the *International Building Code* in 2000. Many jurisdictions adopt the model code without consideration of Chapter 17. When adopted, the administration of a special inspection program becomes a mandate, requiring building officials to tailor their special inspection programs to their jurisdictions’ needs.

Sandra Hyde, P.E., has covered the full gamut of topics ranging from duties and appropriate certifications to some of the technical details regarding such varied topics as steel, concrete, wood and exterior insulation and finish systems. This manual goes into details regarding participants’ duties and responsibilities, and the need and requirements for structural observation. The appendices provide a wealth of information, including references on inspector certifications and sample special inspection forms.

Ms. Hyde has gathered insights from renowned contributors in both the public and private sectors, reflecting time-tested procedures as well as current best practices in the field of quality assurance.

I strongly recommend this manual be on every code official’s desk, whether you develop a program or not. In your professional life there will come a time that an unusual structure, such as a 550-foot Ferris wheel or a volcano or even an ancient Egyptian sphinx, will appear under your purview, and having this tool available will be critical to your effective administration of the building code and to serving your community.

Sincerely,
Ron Lynn
Former Director/Building and Fire Official
Clark County Department of Building & Fire Prevention Bureau
In extreme natural events such as earthquakes and hurricanes, the most common contributing factor to significant structural damage and building failure is construction that fails to comply with codes, standards and design documents. Increasing inspection frequency, duration and detail and having specialized oversight during the construction process can help mitigate construction issues. The primary objective of Chapter 17 of the International Building Code® (IBC®) is to improve construction quality in the field through special inspection, structural observation and testing.

The purpose of the Special Inspection Manual is to provide a comprehensive overview of the varied aspects of special inspection, with an emphasis on the role and responsibilities of special inspectors, building departments, design professionals, contractors and owners.

The publication is organized into 10 chapters and five appendices. The duties of the individuals and agencies involved in the special inspection process are described. A comparison of special inspector and building department inspections is included. The details of 17 specific types of special inspection required by the 2021 International Building Code are covered. An extensive discussion addresses the development of special inspection programs by building departments. Also included are discussions regarding structural observations, proprietary products and accreditation of special inspection agencies. The appendices include detailed information on certification requirements for special inspectors; development of evaluation reports; and requirements for accreditation as a special inspection agency, third-party inspection agency, fabricator or testing laboratory. Online resources available as an extension of this manual include modifiable forms for special inspection activities.

The Special Inspection Manual incorporates content previously published in the International Code Council’s Model Program for Special Inspection. Much of the Model Program’s information is now located in Appendix C. Forms originating in the Model Program are located in Appendix B and available online at www.iccsafe.org/siforms.
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